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## PATIENT RESULTS:

Patient appeared to become deeply thoughtful upon being exposed to the ink blot. No immediate response was offered. After being encouraged to express what she thought, patient answered that she saw an angel with no head.

Answer could indicate lack of personal goals, coupled with a strong desire for guidance.

## MEDICAL EXAMINATION EXTRACT:

The third-party exosuit software appears to have interfaced directly with our network; the engineering team is reporting unexpected download activity from headset software. As requested, closer physical inspection has been undertaken by medical staff, revealing that the patient is receiving direct bone-conducted verbal feedback of this downloaded data.

Recommendation: Continue to monitor network activity, but no immediate action required. No sensitive information appears to have been accessed.
**SCREENING FOR POTENTIAL FOR HARM TO SELF OR OTHERS**

Note: Patient answers were extremely brief and did not leave any opportunity to engage in further discussion.

**Have you ever hurt someone?**

I've never laid a hand on anyone.

**Have you ever thought of killing someone?**

Yes. Often.

**Have you ever lied?**

Sometimes.

**On a daily basis?**

Everything I did, I did for self preservation.